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The

HABITS
of Highly Effective NGOs

Manual Guide:
A practical guide for youth workers,
educators, and NGO staff
Based on our 10 days
training course in Rõuge, Estonia
September 22nd - October 3rd, 2018

This manual guide was produced as a result of the Erasmus+ training course, “The 7 Habits of Highly
Effective NGOs”, which brought together youth workers from Estonia, Spain, Slovenia, Turkey, Lithuania,
Greece, Malta, and Poland to Rõuge, Estonia with the financial support of the European Commission.
Through this training course, participants discovered what habits are, how to develop habits individually,
what the most important habits for effective NGOs are, and how to hone these habits in their everyday
lives as NGO workers.

This booklet brings you a compilation of workshops, videos, tools, and other outputs that can be used
by anyone in an attempt to share our experience during our training course with you!

We would like to express our gratitude to all the participants who dedicated their time, effort, and
energy to make a contribution to this manual guide.

This publication reflects the views only of the authors, and the Commission cannot be held responsible
for any use which may be made of the information contained therein.
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Video of Feelings/Experiences of Participants
https://youtu.be/4nLMQX1bg2s
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Business Canvas Model
The Business Model Canvas (BMC) was initially proposed by Alexander Osterwalder. According to
Wikipedia, it is a strategic management and lean startup template for developing new or documenting
existing business models. It is a visual chart with elements describing a firm's or product's value
proposition, infrastructure, customers, and finances.[3] It assists firms in aligning their activities by
illustrating potential trade-offs.
Of course, BMC is not just a helping tool for businesses, but for any entrepreneurial or NGO effort that
requires managing multiple stakeholders while creatiing value for certain target groups.
It is in this spirit that the manual illustrates the use of BMC with an example from Vita, Slovene
participant, who dreams of creating her own business based on making delicious pancakes!
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A Video about Learning Styles around the Experiential Learning
Cycle
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=14IgGV3fGDk
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Workshop 1
Name of activity: Our NGO, Our Habits!
Developed by: (Ömer Faruk KOÇHAN, Turkey)
Summary of the activity: 3 Days of training course aims to design habits of NGO which has been
established currently. Members of the NGO will come together to design their year plan, habits, needs
and solutions.
Themes/Issues addressed (that the activity tackles) :
●
●
●
●
●
●

Who we are as a NGO?
What is Habit?
How to have new habits?
Year plan of NGO and Student Club
Experiential Learning Cycle
Future Plans and Partnership Policy

Target group:
(For who are you making the activity and who can use it?) :
● NGO Board Members,
● NGO Student Club,
● Volunteers
Learning outcomes:
(What are the outcomes and results that will be produced by implementing the activity? What
participants will get from it? e.g. knowledge, skills, change of attitudes, raised awareness, new
methods etc.) :
-

NGO will have it’s own plan for year,
NGO members will be learnt how to create own habits for them and also for NGO,
NGO will have proper work plan,
Student Club members will meet NGO board and volunteers of NGO. And group dynamic will
have been built,
NGO members will meet Experiential Learning and be informed about theory,
NGO members will experience Experiential Learning Methods,
Group work atmosphere will be created.

Aims and Objectives (What do you want to accomplish by implementing the activity?) :
With the help set of Goals, objectives, habits and year plan we would like to make a successful
beginning for NGO, create and atmosphere of learning between NGO and Student Club of it.
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Group size:
(What is most suitable number of participants for activity?) : 30
Time : 3 Days
Instructions:
(Detailed explanation of the activity. Step-by-step instructions what participants should do. Please be
as specific and detailed as much as possible and include the timing) :

-

Getting To know each other by Name games, Ice Breakers, Team Building, Group Dynamics,
Learning the NGO by presentations and group work,
Learn and design habit,
Experiencing Experiential Learning Cycle,
Future planning with others members for NGO,
Evaluation for activity.

Debriefing and evaluation:
(How will you debrief and evaluate the results of the activity at the end? Provide questions for
debriefing and evaluation) :
We will make one workshop for evaluation with several methods.

Space requirements and training materials:
(How big space and what materials you need for the activity? e.g. conference room, pens, markers,
papers, handouts…) :

Regular training room is enough.
Flipcharts, pens, board markers, computer for presentation, papers.

Tips for facilitators:
(Any remarks or tips that facilitators of this activity could use or follow for best implementation):
Facilitator should have work specifically on getting to know each other part. For the next workshops,
they should create the trust first. Then it will be easier to work on future plans, habits and analysis.
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Workshop 2
Combining Experiential Learning and Habits
Goal of the workshop: Personal Development
complete the experiential learning cycle
by creating and breaking habits
Group size: 5-25 people
Time: It depends how deep you want to go into the topic
Can be from 1-2 days.

Instructions:
 Energizer
 What is the experiential cycle

 TEST to discover the learning style of every participant
(you can find it in the book “How you learn is how you live” from Kay Petersa & David A. Kolb)
 9 learning styles – analyze them
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 Break
 Energizer
 Participants should think 1-3 bad habits of overusing their learning type and/or forgeting the
other steps of the cycle.
 Check some of their answers
 Intro of how to break bad habits
 choose a substitute
 cut bad triggers
 join forces with somebody
 turn your accomplices into friends
 add new friends
 visualize yourself succeeding
 Participants have to think how they could break their bad habits which are connected to the
experiential cycle by using one or more ways of the above.
 Check some of their answers
 Break/End of the day
 Energizer
 How to create habits
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 Behavior Model by Fogg

 Tiny Habits
Characteristics:
No Effort
Less than 30''
At least one per day

How to gain them:
After I.......(has to be smt that you do every day)
I will..........(new behavior - less than 30'')
And then......(quick celebration)
 Break
 Energizer
 Ask from the participants to focus on the step of the learning style that they use less. Also, they
could recall the ways that they gonna use to break their bad habits according to the
experiential learning cycle.
They should create tiny habits for starting using the learning style that they use less and for breaking
their previous bad habits.
 Check some of their answers
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Example:
Learning Style: Imagination
Bad Habit (according to my learning style): Losing the contact with the reality
Break Habit: everytime that I feel lost I'll touch my ring and I'll observe what is going on around me.
Create Habit (to help you break your bad habit): After I wake up I touch the ring and I think about what
I'll eat today and then I do my celebration move!
Create Habit (to help you use more the step in the cycle that you lose less). So, if this step is the
Deciding a tin habit can be:
After I wake up I decide one thing that I have to do anyway today and then I do my celebration move!
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Workshop 3
Nо. Time
1.

2.

3.

4.

Title of the
Content
Time Ending
chapter
for task time
10:00- Introduction to the Energizer
00:10
10:10
13:30 habits
Exercise: What is the habit? (reflections, thinking)
00:10
Introduction to the habits (what is a habit)
…
Exercise: Why you don’t have some habit? (thinking)
…
Behavior model (BJ Fogg, Graph, B=MxAxT, M-..., A-..., T…
...)
Exercise: What habits you have in the morning? (reflections)
…
11:30
11:30- Coffee break
00:30
12:00
12:00
12:0000:10
Energizer
12:10
13:30
Tiny habits (3 rules for building it)
…
Exercise: Create tiny habit for the morning (thinking) +
…
Implementing it (acting)
Celebrating (importance of celebrating, how to do it)
…
Exercise: Create celebration of accomplishing tiny habit
…
(thinking, acting) + Implementing it (acting, experiencing,
reflecting – to yourself)
Core motivators (getting pleasure, avoiding pain)
…
Motivation
Exercise: Imagine how important part of your life will be
…
affected if do not have that good habit (reflecting)
Exercise: Imagine how important part of your life will be
…
13:30
affected if have that good habit (reflecting)
13:30- Lunch
01:00
14:30
14:30
14:30- Ability
00:10
Energizer
14:40
16:00
Increasing abilities (making easier for yourself, improving
…
competence)
Exercise: Find how you can increase your ability by using
…
Target behavior/Smaller steps/Obstacles/Who-what can helpsupport tool) (thinking)
Exercise: giving audience 3 min. break with no instructions,
…
Triggers
after that do reflecting on what triggers made you act how you
acted (reflecting, thinking)
Triggers (External-internal, Hot-cold)
…
Exercise: Split in 4-5 members groups to create and present
…
16:00
act of Bad habit/Find how you can increase your ability by
using Target behavior/Smaller steps/Obstacles/Who-what can
help-support tool) (thinking)
16:00- Cofee break
00:30
16:30
16:30
16:30- Breaking bad
00:10
Energizer
16:40
18:00 habits
Breaking bad habits (ways of breaking bad habits with
…
examples)
Exercise: Think over what habit you want to break and how
…
you will do it (thinking).
…
REFLECTIONS
18:00
END OF TRAINING
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Energizers List
Name of the
technique
Electric current

Instruction

●
●
●

●
Two coloured balls

●
●
●
●

The Cave(wo)man,
Caveperson

●
●

(Politically
incorrect and
unappropriate
form: Caveman)

●
●
●
●
●

Storytelling

●

●

●

The Freddie
Mercury

●

●

Additional
resources

Stand in a circle and hold your hands
Set the direction of the current
A person squeezes the hand of the participant on his or her
right/left and in this way passes the current to the next
person.
You can initiate several currents and increase the tempo
with time
You’ll need two balls in different colours (let’s settle with
green and yellow for this example)
When you throw the yellow ball, you say the name of the
person to whom you make the throw
When you throw the green ball, you say the name of the
person, who gave the ball to us.
It is preferable to start with the yellow one, then use the
green one and only then introduce them both
Players choose someone who runs inside the circle (the
others are placed in a circle).
Other cavemen are singing a short song, and when it stops,
the person who is running scream as primitive as possible.
Both return to the circle, this time in a row of two with the
new caveman in the front.
They run again inside the circle, and the first one stops in
front of somebody and then screams again.
The whole procedure repeats as many times as there are
people in the circle.
The game ends when the players are out of the circle.
Players within the circle can also run with the track of any
known melody.
Stand in a circle
Extend your left palm
Extend the index finger of your right hand
Put the finger on the extended palm of the person to your
left
Decide on trigger word(s)
One person from the circle begins a story.
If he or she uses the trigger word you try to catch the finger
of which rests on your extended palm, while at the same
time trying to escape with yours

https://stream
able.com/eacb
l
https://stream
able.com/lfxid

All the group stands on one side of the room except one
who stands on the other side alone and this represents the
stage and all the others represent a crowd at a rock concert.
The group starts clapping in unison slowly to create rhythm
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●

Tape Monster

●
●

●
The Clown Dance

●
●

●
Melting

●
●
●
●
●
●

Slow-mo tag

●
●

●
The Queen

●
●

●
●

and the person who has the stage can start with a few
examples of voice throwing like Deeeeeooooh! and the
crowd repeats in unison and replicates as the one given.
After a few examples of the first one you switch to names
and shout out a name you see in the crowd and that person
switches place with the one on centre stage and shouts
another one until everyone has done it.
Every person gets a piece of tape formulated in a loop and
stuck to the forehead.
Everyone starts walking around the room choosing an
opponent and engage in a 1vs1 battle where the heads are
put together (literally)therefore the two pieces of tape stick
together and individually you have to try not to lose your
piece and gain more and more. Those left without tape
stuck to their forehead are unfortunately eliminated from
the game.
The game ends when one person has gained all the pieces
of tape for himself and is royally declared Tape Monster.
Divide the group into pairs and ask the participants to take
off their shoes.
First, they are asked to dance the waltz, trying to step on
each other’s feet while keeping eye contact and not looking
down at their feet.
Second, they are asked to just dance and have fun
One person conducts the exercise
Everyone else gets a number
People walk around while the music is playing
When the music stops the person whose number is given,
starts slowly collapsing towards the ground
The rest is tasked with slowly and gently bringing him/her
down and helping him/her back up again
In time more than one number can be given at once, to
speed things up
Group is divided into pairs then separated so that they are
https://stream
quite far from each other.
able.com/6mlg
One part is given the task of a catcher but chases the other i
part in slow motion while also the runner will have the same
rule applied.
If the runner is caught there will be a role reversal and it
goes on and so forth as desired.
Choose the queen
She sits on her throne (chair) in the middle of the room - in
the castle
The rest of the group becomes the peasants
The castle is a safe zone, where the peasants can escape
from the plague
To get there, they have to perform an action before the
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●
●
●

Potatoes and eggs

●
●
●
●
●

●
Silent art
conversation

●
●

●

Eye contact

●
●
●

The cat & the
mouse

●
●

queen, be it singing, theatrical performance or anything else
They can do it solo or in groups and have a specific amount
of time to prepare
When the time passes, a herald is chosen to announce the
groups to the queen
It is for here to decide whether the performers entertained
her enough to be admitted to the castle, or if they perform
poorly and should die outside (she admits all eventually,
with some snarky remarks - put a bit of roleplaying into it :))
You gonna need 12 potatoes, 3 eggs, two baskets and as
many chairs as there are participants
Arrange the chairs in a square or a circle
Put the baskets diagonally against each other, putting all the
potatoes and eggs in one of them
Ask the participants to sit
Explain the rules
- They have to pas the eggs and the potatoes from
one corner to another
- They can touch any item once only
- They must sit on their chairs all the time: they can
lean b1ack and forth but nothing more)
- When the item falls to the ground, it’s done for
- They need to give the time they expect to do the
task in and the exact number of items they expect
to deliver to the other side, as well as to decide who
cleans the eggs if they crack and spill
After that give them some time for a practice run, allowing
them to switch places, should they need it
Group is divided into pairs.
Each person is given a drawing tool example: art pen, pen
(works best if they are of different colours). Each pair is also
given one sheet of white paper. Sitting next to each other
they get ready to draw. One person is A and the other is B. A
mediator then starts stating out loud which letter is allowed
to draw on the page, switching from time to time back and
forth and the switching also gets faster as time progressing.
After a certain time, everyone stops drawing and each art
masterpiece is discussed and participants can share how
they felt while doing it.
Stand in a circle looking at your feet
Then at a signal, slowly raise them, so that you can see the
faces of others and fix your eyes on someone
If you fixed your eyes on each other, you get inside the
circle and perform an action (a handshake, a hug, etc.).
After that, you both leave the circle

https://stream
able.com/2xuz
b

It is best to do it outside
Ask the participants to form a square, in which they stand in

https://stream
able.com/9g33
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●
●

●

●
●
The Zipper Game

●
●

●

●
●

The Jellyfish

●

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

a way, so that they can freely extend their arms to the sides.
There must also be spaces between the lines.
Choose the cat and the mouse
The cat is going to chase the mouse through the streets
(spaces between lines)
The people change their positions to create vertical or
horizontal lines between the rows
- If the spaces are horizontal - they are called streets
- If the spaces are vertical - they are called avenues
While the cat is chasing the mouse, the mouse has the
power to change the alignment of the streets by saying
street or avenue
When the mouse is caught, another pair gets in
There can be more mice and cats, but then it is advised to
mark them somehow (ribbons, hats, etc)

f

It is an outdoor game, a trust-building game. https://stream
People build ‘a zipper’, forming it standing next to each
able.com/cf2p
other in two equal lines looking at other another line their
g
both arms extended in between the two extended arms of
the opposite line. This is how the zipper is made.
Now the first in a line walks out and runs with a full speed to
the zipper. People are putting the hand up in the air just
before the runner comes nearby. This is how you make an
effect of unzipping the zipper.
It is recommended for the people to not to look left or right,
so they can see the runner just before with their side vision.
The runners then stay at the end of the zipper forming it
back to open it for others to come. With such method,
everybody is able to come to his/her turn.
Instructions will be shouted out by one person along with
body movement while rest of the group which is in a circle
formation repeats both actions in this following chant:
Hands up! Wrists together! Elbows together!
Jellyfish jellyfish jellyfish…

https://stream
able.com/xvgh
5

Hands up! Wrists together! Elbows together! Knees
together!
Jellyfish jellyfish jellyfish…
Hands up! Wrists together! Elbows together! Knees
together! Toes together!
Jellyfish jellyfish jellyfish…
Hands up! Wrists together! Elbows together! Knees
together! Toes together! Tongue out!
Jellyfish jellyfish jellyfish…
To note that during the jellyfish part each person does a 360
degree spin on the spot.
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The WIld Wild
West

●
●

Pairs
Watching each other in the eyes you clap your thighs three
times
After that you point your index fingers left, right or at each
other
If you point them at each other, the person, who says
“bang” faster wins
The looser stands behind the winner, cheering him up
The game lasts until only the one is standing “alive”

https://stream
able.com/wqv
5c

●
●

Stand in a circle
There are three moves
Zig - pointing the fingers left
Zap - pointing the fingers right
ZIng - pointing the fingers ahead

https://stream
able.com/9511
3

●
●

This commands pass a “spark” to another person, who must
pass it on with the appropriate sound.
Later on, you can introduce several sparks

●
●
●
●

You play traditional rock paper scissors
One battle lasts three rounds
The looser stands behind the winner, cheering him up
The game lasts until only the one is standing “alive”

●
●
●
Zig/Zap/Zing

Rock, Paper,
Scissors, Snake
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